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Overview
Most of the times query text will not contain information that is potentially considered sensitive. Most
developers are accustomed to using parameterized SQL in applications for performance and security
reasons (I.e. SQL injection). There are still cases where non-parameterized SQL gets used. For this
reason, SQLGrease, by default employs a sanitization process. This process executes on the collector
service prior to transmitting any data to SQLGrease in the cloud.

What Gets Sanitized
Sanitization applies to three collected pieces of information.
1. Query Text
2. Deadlock Graphs
3. Query Plans

Query Text
Listed below is an example of a query that has non parameterized SQL in it.

After sanitization takes place, the value used in the query above is masked.
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SQLGrease does its best to maintain the identity of the original data type as this may be useful for
spotting implicit conversion type issues. For example, character data is quoted and is replaced with A’s.
Numeric data appears without quotes and is replaced with 0’s. Decimal place holders are retained. For
example 12.00 would appear as 00.00 when sanitized.

Deadlocks
Deadlocks contain the partial query text of the queries involved in a deadlock. SQLGrease sanitizes the
partial query text. It uses the same logic as listed above for query text to do this.
Below is the query we used to generate a deadlock.

Below is what the deadlock graph looks like after it was sanitized.
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Query Plans
Query plans have several areas where data must be sanitized.
•
•
•

Query text embedded in the plan
Constants in a query plan (caused by non-parameterized values)
Parameters used during compilation of a query plan

Below is the original query as it was executed from SSMS.

Query Text Embedded
Execution plans have a partial version of the query text embedded in them. The query text in the plan is
sanitized with the same logic as other areas.
Below is the query plan shown in XML format (XML format exposes the most information). The
parameters are hilited in this screenshot in their sanitized form.

Relational Operators and Constants
If non parameterized SQL is used, the values in relational operators and constants will appear in the
clear. SQLGrease sanitizes these values. Below is a section of the query plan showing the relational
operators and constants in sanitized form.
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Parameter Compiled Values
The values that were used in compiling a query plan are part of a query plan. This appears in a plan
even if parameterized SQL is used. This can be valuable information when it comes to diagnosing
parameter sniffing issues; however, for the sake of security sanitization masks this.

When sanitization is applied the SQLGrease UI will display the following information for Parameter
Compiled Values:

Final Notes
SQL Server introduces new features with new releases. One area in particular where new information
sometimes appears is in query plans. Part of SQLGrease’s process for certifying on new releases is
closely reviewing new features and going through a thorough check of what new information is exposed
in query plans to be sure nothing considered sensitive is exposed. Not many changes have been made
to deadlock graphs in recent releases; however, those are reviewed on new releases as well.
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